
     DIAMANT Frameless Whiteboards

 

This minimalist design is ideal for modern as well as classic decoration.
The DIAMANT board combines a modern design with a surface with exceptional qualities, which is magnetic and dry erasable at the
same time. Without a frame, it is simply covered with a an e3 enamelled steel surface to be chosen in white, black or red.

       Benefits

SPARE MINIMALIST STYLE: Frameless and an invisible wall fixing.
ACCURATE FINISHES: Elegant edge tinted in the same colour as the surface and made by high-pressure water jet cutting.
ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY AND SUSTAINABLE: Eco-friendly materials such as the e3 enamel surface, guaranteed for life*
and 99% recyclable, which offers greater resistance to scratches, bacteria and chemicals. *Under normal conditions of use.
MAGNETIC SURFACE: To display using magnets.
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      Technical drawing

      Specifications

e3 enamelled steel surface vitrified at 800°C available in white,
black or red.
Backing made from high density chipboard (12 mm)
Fixing with aluminium "Z" and velcro pad to prevent the panel from
unhooking (6 mm thick).
Optional pen tray in glass.
Other dimensions on request.
Red and black colors under the condition of a minimum volume of
10 boards of the same size and color.

       Dimensions & weight

Ref. Model Material
/ Color

OAH
mm

OAW
mm

Useful
H mm

Useful
W mm

Net
weight
(kg)

Gross
weight
(kg)

Type of
unit
packaging

Pallet
qty

6001400 90x118
cm

marker
white 900 1180 900 1180 14 15 carton 12

6001401 118x150
cm

marker
white 1180 1500 1180 1500 23.5 24.5 carton 12

6001402 118x200
cm

marker
white 1180 2000 1180 2000 31.5 32.5 carton 12

6001403 118x250
cm

marker
white 1180 2500 1180 2500 39 40 carton 12

6001404 118x300
cm

marker
white 1180 3000 1180 3000 47 48 carton 12

Standard warranty : Tableau : 2 ans / Surface : à vie.

Certifications & warranty

Substrate certified to PEFC.
The product is manufactured in a French factory which is certified to
ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001.
M2 fire rating.


